Performance Test

SECURE YOUR SOFTWARE SYSTEM’S PERFORMANCE
Performance tests provide a great way to make
sure your software systems are stable, reliable
and up to speed. Using well-established processes
and methodologies, our performance tests give
you deep insights into your current system status
and suggest solutions to any identified issues or
bottlenecks.

WHY PERFORMANCE TESTS?
• Secure a good user experience for your
customers
• Make sure you don’t pay for overcapacity
• Rest assured you have high performance
– it pays off in the long run

THREE STEPS TO PERFORMANCE PERFECTION
Our performance test services are flexible. We can take full responsibility of your test framework and recurrent
tests. Or, if you prefer, we perform an analysis and hand over to your development team for implementation.
To make sure you get exactly the level of support you need, we have structured our work into three phases:

1. ANALYSIS & PROTOTYPE

2. IMPLEMENTATION

3. OPERATION

We perform an analysis of your
current system status and create
a prototype to prepare for a full
implementation.

Based on the analysis, we make a
full implementation of a solid test
framework.

We can assume an ongoing res
ponsibility for your test framework
and perform recurrent tests on a
monthly subscription basis.

WHAT YOU GET:
A fully functional and runnable
prototype – not just a paper product
Suggestions on tools
Integration with your test
environment
Implementation of 1-3 test cases
(pending complexity)
Execution plan

WHAT YOU GET:
Full implementation of a reusable
performance test framework.
Implementation of up to 10 test
cases
Automated (or on demand)
performance tests
Walkthrough in a workshop
format together with you

Time and cost estimate for full
implementation

Training sessions (if you want to
operate the solution by yourself)

Time estimate: 2-3 weeks

Price model: fixed price

WHAT YOU GET:
Specification and implementation
of test cases, which are executed in
regular intervals
Analyses of executed tests
Test case reports and suggestions
on improvements
Maintenance of test framework
and test cases

Price: Monthly subscription

PERFORMANCE TEST
WHAT MAKES OUR PERFORMANCE TEST
SOLUTION UNIQUE?
Over the years, we have fine-tuned and
perfected our method. Furthermore, we have
also developed a fully functional technical
framework for performance tests. So when you
engage System Verification, you get highly
skilled experts – and in addition, a full solution.
The benefit for you as a customer is that we will
be up and running right away, implementing a
technical solution from day one. It also means
that we can deliver proven quality fast – and at
a reasonable cost. We do not start from a blank
piece of paper, as most of our competitors do.
System Verification’s performance test frame
work has been run as an internal open source
project in GitLab, where many of our technical
experts have contributed to the development
for many years. The framework re-uses an
automatic test suite and it is tool agnostic.

Traditional performance and load test tools often
simulate users through protocol-based load, such
as http. But is that a realistic real-life use case?
There are many other parameters to consider in
a realistic use case, such as rendering issues and
java-scripts, to name a few. A web application has
many state parameters. These are hard to catch
and simulate on a protocol level. One major
benefit with our framework is that it simulates
end users in a much more correct, representative
and real-life way. It handles custom developed
web applications as well as standardized tools,
such as Sharepoint and Dynamics.
We call this concept ReLoadTT.
If needed, we complement the solution with a
commercial performance test tool (license cost to
be added).

